
NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT

The Project
Sun-Canadian Pipe Line Company Limited (Sun-Canadian) owns and operates the NPS12 pipeline 
which crosses East Sixteen Mile Creek in Milton, Ontario. Sun-Canadian is proposing to replace 
the existing pipeline in the vicinity of the crossing with new deeper pipe and eliminate three 
areas of shallow soil cover. Part of the 
proposed pipeline replacement will be 
constructed outside of the existing 
right-of-way within a new alignment 
to account for the installation of the 
pipe by a horizontal directional drill. 
Construction of the replacement 
pipeline could begin as early as 
Summer 2021 and be complete by the 
end of 2021, subject to approval by 
the Ontario Energy Board. 

The Process
As an integral part of this project, Sun-
Canadian has hired Stantec Consulting 
Ltd. to undertake an environmental 
study of the construction and 
operation of the proposed pipeline and 
related facilities. The environmental 
study will fulfill the requirements of 
the Ontario Energy Board’s (OEB) 
Environmental Guidelines for the 
Location, Construction and Operation of Hydrocarbon Pipelines and Facilities in Ontario (2016). 
The environmental study process includes consultation and engagement with landowners, 
municipalities, agencies, Indigenous communities, and other interested parties through 
notices, mailouts, and meetings. 
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Sun-Canadian Pipe Line Replacement Project:  
NPS 12 E16M Creek Pipeline Replacement Project

Additional project information will be posted as the project progresses.

If you have any project-related questions or would like to provide input, please contact:

16milecreekreplacement@stantec.com. 

An Environmental Report, summarizing the results of the environmental study, will accompany 
Sun Canadian’s application to the OEB, whose review and approval is required before the 
proposed project can proceed. The Environmental Report for the proposed project is anticipated 
to be completed and submitted to the OEB as early as fall of 2020 as part of the overall project 
application.


